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ტრადიციას . 

ასეც მოვიქცეთ .
You value tradition.

So do we.
 

Our Brand Statement



Introduction
Georgian wines are known to have a "real
sense of place," according to wine expert
Maria Rust (Granik, 2019, para.16).

With a history of wine making that dates
back thousands of years, Georgian wine is
uniquely rich in history.
"There's something very particular about
how Georgians love wine. It’s a little
eccentric but then you start looking into it
and once you do, you’re truly amazed—it’s
such an integral part of the culture and
everyday life” (Bortolot, 2018, para.6)



Why Messina Hof? 
Georgian vineyards are small, personal, and
rooted in family. They’ve retained their
history and continued their stories.

Messina Hof is a vineyard in that tradition.
The land is walkable, the fermentation
housing is in two side-by-side buildings, the
wines are taken from vat to table in the fine
dining room that is adjacent to the
production facility. 



Timeline: Anything is Possible.
With its roots in family ties and blending of 0ld and New World techniques, the
Messina Hof winery, located in Texas, is a perfect complement to the Georgian's wine
collection. 

1977

Paul and Merrill Bonnarigo
receive a study of grape
feasibility in Texas and plant
their first vineyard in Bryan,
Texas. "The one-acre
experimental location
consisted of fifty varietals,
including Cabernet
Sauvignon, Chenin Blanc,
and Lenoir."

1981

Messina Hof wins its first
medal in the Texas State
Fair for a Spanish Cabernet
blend.

1983

The release of Messina
Hof’s first commercial
vintage, including Chenin
Blanc, Cabernet Sauvignon,
and Papa Paulo Port

1990

Angel Late Harvest Riesling
becomes the first Texas
wine to score a 90 in the
Wine Spectator – still one of
the only three Texas wines
to earn this score.

Messina Hof
becomes the first
Texas winery to win
Top Overall at the
Houston Livestock
Show and Rodeo.

2013

Information taken from MessinaHof.com



This is something of a tradition in the making, but now in its eighth year,
the New Wine Festival in the capital, Tbilisi, allows Georgians to
celebrate something they consider integral to their history and culture -
wine. The festival invites visitors to try the year’s wine harvest,
celebrating the young wines produced in the country.

Joint New Wine Festivals: Featuring Each Other's Specialty

Virtual Vineyard Tours Events
 

 The Tamada

is in charge of the smooth running of the meal and
importantly, making the toasts. Each toast is interpreted by
table members before drinking to it, and one must never
drink wine without toasting (National Geographic, 2018,
para.1).

A casual, fun way for wine lovers from two countries to
appreciate the craft, culture, and topography of each
other's country!



Hospitality

The Georgians have a proverb: ‘Every guest
is a gift from God’
With a national monument, the Kartlis Deda,
dedicated to just that belief, Georgia's
reputation for hospitality is undeniable. 
Texas is also known worldwide for its
Southern hospitality. "Y'all come back, now!"
is a well-worn phrase, as ubiquitous as
bluebonnets and well-worn boots. 


